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**Back to School**
In this exceptional and unprecedented time we are facing together, many parents are
experiencing a new role as ‘teacher’. For those of children with a Special Educational Need
(SEN) this may raise some unique challenges, and we would like to offer some ideas that might
help. In this newsletter we are focussing on getting ready to go Back to School in September.

A child recently said to me ‘this is the weirdest thing I have ever lived
through’ - which is likely to be true for so many of us. Acknowledging
that the situation we have all been through– although varied– has
been challenging and that it will have had an effect on us is important.
None of us can switch back on ‘normal’ and carry on as before. The
website Restore Our Schools has come up with an acronym we can use
to help think through the experience. Click here for more info.

TOP TIPS
1.

RECOGNISE your child’s experience, whatever it might be. It may be bereavement, for others
missing out on summer activities, but some feeling of ‘loss’ is likely. There may also be
achievements to recognise. Young Minds have produced this resource to help with identifying
the positives https://youngminds.org.uk/media/3913/celebrating-achievements.pdf

2.

EMPATHY is described by Brene Brown as being ‘communicating that incredibly healing message
of ‘you are not alone’. Realising others have similar feelings can be really helpful.

3.

SAFETY could be both physical and emotional. Talk about what is needed to feel safe, and
practically what school might be like in September to keep everyone safe.

4.

TRAUMA is likely to be felt across society following the pandemic. This may lead to feeling
separate and isolated, and can be helped by recognition and empathy. Relationships are also
helpful and schools will be aware of the need to recognise trauma and not rush back to ‘normal’

5.

OPPORTUNITY can come from difficulties. What did your child get to do that they hadn’t before?
Is there any changes they would like to keep?

6.

RELATIONSHIPS may have changed and those in school will need to be rebuilt. Talk to your child
about who they are looking forward to seeing. Maybe they need a specific person to check in
with if things are difficult.

As school approaches, put together a visual list of how the day will be– including such things as when you will
need to get up, what you will need to take to school and how you will get there. You could even try a ‘dry run’
before September. We have already produced a newsletter about using visuals– see here for more details. School
down to SENS Resources and click on ‘Visuals and Multisensory Special July 2020’.

Ideas for summer
•

Be available to talk about what school will be
like and look at the website to jog memories
of the buildings and people

•

Meet a friend who will be in the same class

•

Plan what you will wear (many schools have
suspended uniform)

•

Complete the attached ‘Back to School’
worksheet

•

Keep a box or ‘worry monster’ to put in any
worries about going back– then take time to
discuss each one

Make your own VISUAL
timetable using WIDGIT Online
– click here and sign up for a
free trial.

Sesame Street has put
together lots of lovely
resources for younger children.
Click here for more info.

•

Take chances to connect with your teachers
online if you can

•

Try and get into a sleep pattern that will
work for school before September

•

Ask school for a timetable of your first day to
look at beforehand

7.

ENGAGEMENT—talking and agreeing the way forward helps everyone to feel engaged in what is

The YOUNG SCOT website has
some good clear information
aimed at young people– for example a jargon buster, click
here.

